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‘Domenico Scarlatti was without doubt, the most
original keyboard composer of his time’, wrote Ralph
Kirkpatrick, Scarlatti’s biographer.1

He was born in Naples on October 26th 1685, the
same year as Bach and Handel. It was not until around
1720 however, that his compositional skills developed
fully following an appointment in Portugal as chapel
music master to King João V, - and harpsichord
teacher to his younger brother Don Antonio - and his
nine-year-old daughter, Princess Maria Barbara.

Following her marriage in 1729 to Fernando, Felipe
V’s son (heir to the Spanish throne) Domenico was to
remain as her music master for the rest of his life.

The Court in 1729 moved first to Seville, residing in
the Alcazar, ancient palace of Moorish kings.This area
ofAndalusia in Southern Spain is considered the home
of Flamenco, and frequent visits by the court to major
towns afforded ample opportunity for a discerning
ear, as Burney states to, ‘imitate the tunes sung by
carriers, muleteers and common people’.2

This then, is where Scarlatti first heard the hypnotic
sounds of Andalucian gypsy music that were to
become an endless source of inspiration for many
sonatas, all as far as we know, written for his royal
pupil.

The court remained in Seville for four years before
moving northward to Madrid. The annual itinerary
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located near the jack rail.The length of the instrument (8ft
3ins) allows for a rich and resonant bass and the tapering
of the soundboard in certain areas produces a sonorous
treble. The case is of pine with tulipwood veneer, spruce
soundboard with walnut bridges and the keys, like Queen
Maria Barbara’s instruments are of ebony and mother of
pearl.

The painting on the inside of the lid is a faithful
reproduction by the artist Ann March of the original
classical Greek theme. On the central oval of the keyboard
flap, Athene, goddess of wisdom and war, is highlighted.
She wears a plumed helmet, holds a spear and carries
Zeus’ shield (the aegis). An owl representing wisdom
accompanies her. Artemis’ chariot led by silver horses
draws the moon across the sky. Pegasus, a shining white
winged horse, is also depicted. A figure, possibly Pallas, a
friend of Athene, is attended by loyal servants. A book,
musical instruments, manuscript, weapons and other
artifacts associated with Athene adorn the four corners of
the flap.

On a background portraying the southern slopes of Mount
Parnassus and temple at Delphi, Apollo, the central figure
playing the lyre, is surrounded by a number of Muses. Nine
in all, they represent amongst other things, music, dance,
drama, comedy, tragedy and poetry.They are accompanied
by priestesses famous for their prophesies or oracles, who
sleep on the extreme right. To the far left of the scene
appear two figures in armour, possibly Hermes and
Dionysus, Apollo’s half-brothers. The furnace-lit cave

entrance is possibly the lair of the she-dragon Python,
whom Apollo slew to gain control of Mount Parnassus.

Richard Lester
Through this single recorded marathon Richard Lester has
now established an international reputation as a virtuoso
harpsichordist. His piano teachers have included Bernard
Roberts - and on the harpsichord, George Malcolm - who
sponsored his London debut recital. His many solo
engagements have included broadcasts for BBC radio and
television, recitals at the Royal Festival Hall Purcell Room,
Wigmore Hall, Bath International Festival, Bruges
Festival, many concerts abroad - and master classes at
Dartington Summer School.

It was at Dartington that he met the great
Spanish/American harpsichordist, Fernando Valenti, who
ignited Lester’s enthusiasm and passion for Scarlatti’s
sonatas. He subsequently recorded an album of Scarlatti
sonatas which was hailed by all the major recording
magazines as ‘brilliant’. He has written extensively for
music magazines and contributed two chapters on Scarlatti
to a leading Hungarian book on early music, Regi Zene.

His reputation as an organist is clearly celebrated and
includes numerous recitals at King’s College, Cambridge,
St Paul’s Cathedral, Coventry Cathedral and many other
cathedrals and churches in this country and abroad. During
a busy musical life Richard Lester has also held positions as
Head of music at the Mall school in Twickenham, Oakley
Hall School in Cirencester - and as Master of the
Choristers at Cirencester Parish church.



writes Ralph Kirkpatrick, ‘…was then divided
between the royal residences. Easter, Buen Retiro
near Madrid; Spring and early summer in Aranjuez,
the ancient seat of Carlos V and Felipe II in the Tagus
valley between Madrid andToledo; La Granja, high up
in the Guadarrama mountains toward Segovia;
Autumn at the Escorial on a lonely hillside
overlooking the great plain toward Madrid, – and
January to mid-March at the old hunting lodge of the
Pardo.’

When Felipe died in 1746, Fernando VI and Queen
Maria Barbara made their state entry into Madrid. It
is thought that between 1738 and 1756, Scarlatti
wrote the majority of his keyboard sonatas. Little is
known of him during his time in Spain, although we
know that he married twice and had nine children. He
was knighted in 1738 and remained in loyal service
until his death on July 23, 1757.

Between 1752 and 1757, thirteen volumes containing
thirty sonatas in each were copied out for the Queen.
Only volume X contains four extra. To this series of
volumes, two others were added numbered XIV and
XV and dated 1742 and 1749.These fifteen volumes
were bound in red morocco and engraved in gold on
the front, together with the arms of Spain and
Portugal. The Queen bequeathed these to Farinelli,
the famous castrato who carried much favour at the

Spanish court. Some years after his death in 1782,
they were housed in the Biblioteca Marciana, in
Venice. These are now referred to as the Venice
manuscripts and constitute the principal source for
these recordings.

In addition, a further fifteen duplicate volumes were
copied out mostly by the same copyist, possibly Padre
Antonio Soler, who studied with Scarlatti. These
volumes are now housed in the Biblioteca Palatina, in
Parma.

Further sonatas have also been discovered and
authenticated (included in volume 7 of this series) by
W. Dean Sutcliffe, author of The Keyboard Works of
Domenico Scarlatti. I am indeed indebted to him for
furnishing copies of manuscripts, which have enabled
me to compile what is to date, the only complete
recording of Scarlatti’s keyboard sonatas. Sonatas in
Scarlatti’s hand have completely disappeared and in
fact examples of his writing are scarce.

Although the Ralph Kirkpatrick numbers are used in
this recorded edition the chronology follows Queen
Maria Barbara’s manuscripts which are now housed in
the Biblioteca Marciana inVenice.

1 Domenico Scarlatti by Ralph Kirkpatrick. (Princeton
University Press)
2 Burney. The present state of music in Germany.Vol.1
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connection has been. Search for a link and there is none.
This could even provide a possible solution to the pair-
wise conundrum: quite simply, that there is no
connection, apart from key relationship, between the
sonatas that would appear to be arranged in pairs.

Of the remaining sonatas on this CD, K203 and K205
offers an interesting extended variation from the more
usual binary format.

The Instruments
In choosing instruments on which to perform the
complete cycle of sonatas, I was guided by the Queen’s
inventory in which quite a detailed account of the
instruments in her possession is presented. She owned
twelve keyboard instruments distributed between the
royal palaces of Buen Retiro, Aranjuez and the Escorial.
Seven were various types of harpsichords and five were
pianofortes made in Florence.These were probably made
by Cristofori or his pupil Ferrini. It is interesting to note
that two of these instruments had been converted into
harpsichords. Either the instruments had been
unsatisfactory as pianos, or were of more use as
harpsichords; still the favourite keyboard instrument.

The largest harpsichord in the collection is described as
possessing five registers and four sets of strings, one of
which was probably a sixteen-foot stop. A further two
harpsichords with three sets of strings, - and a Flemish
instrument with a similar disposition is also referred to.
Another harpsichord is listed with two sets of strings and
sixty-one keys in ebony and mother of pearl. In addition,
two harpsichords of similar specification are also
mentioned; all three were quite possibly Spanish in origin.

The keyboard compass of all these instruments presents

some interesting puzzles.The most elaborate harpsichord
with four sets of strings had a limited keyboard compass of
fifty-six keys and the two instruments with three sets of
strings possessed respectively fifty-six and fifty-eight keys.
The pianos also had short compasses of fifty-nine, fifty-
four and fifty-six keys respectively. Many of Scarlatti’s
sonatas demand a full five-octave range which would have
excluded their performance on many instruments in the
collection. It is also interesting that sonatas, suggestive of
the piano’s expressiveness, actually fall outside of the
instruments’ compass. Of all the instruments in Queen
Maria Barbara’s collection, the three Spanish harpsichords
referred to in her inventory were probably the most
frequently used.

The Portuguese family of Antunes were prominent
harpsichord and piano makers in the 18th century and
shared a workshop in Lisbon, and it is quite probable that
Scarlatti was familiar with their excellent work. Joachim
José (1731-1811) was probably the most notable and at
least four instruments exist. It is a fine copy of the 1785
instrument by Michael Cole of Cheltenham that we hear
on Disc 3 - 6. The original is housed in the Finchcocks
Collection of Musical Instruments in Kent. On the original
there are two eight-foot registers strung in brass with a
harp stop on each. There are two pedals, one engaging one
eight-foot, the other operating the harp. Generally
speaking on instruments of this type, one eight foot
register was fixed, but it is possible that at some stage both
‘eights’ were independent allowing greater tonal variety. It
is not clear, however, if this arrangement is original and on
the copy the two pedals operate the eight-foots
independently. This device allows the performer to make
subtle crescendos and diminuendos by gradually adding or
subtracting a register. There is a separate stop for the harp
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DISC 1

Worgan
1 K141 D minor 4.15
2 K142 F sharp minor 2.15
3 K143 G major 2.56
4 K144 C major 4.11

Fitzwilliam
5 K145 D major 4.35
6 K146 G major 2.40

Boivin
7 K95 C major 1.50
8 K97 G minor 6.03

Münster
9 K147 E minor 7.42

Coimbra
10 K94 F major 1.19

Turin1

11 D minor 1.43
12 G major 1.21

Madrid2

13 D major 3.22
14 A major 3.08

Lisbon3

15 A major 3.18

Barcelona4

16 A major 3.07
17 E major 2.39

Valladolid5

18 G major 4.02
19 D minor 5.40
20 A major 2.41

Motserrat6
21 C major 2.13
22 G minor 3.19
23 G major 1.25

Total playing time 75.50

APPENDICES & DIVERSITIES
23 SONATAS FROM EXISTING AND UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPTS

1 Turin University Library, Manuscript 2 Real Conservatorio Superior de Música, Madrid, Manuscript pub. Scarlatti
– Master of Music, M. Boyd, ed. Bengt Johnson,Weidenfeld & Nicolson 1986. 3 Libro di tocate per cembalo,
Lisbon: Portugese Institute of Cultural Heritage, Manuscript 4Biblioteca de Catalunya, Barcelona, Manuscript

5Archive of the Metropolitan Cathedral,Valladlid pub. Nueva biblioteca Espanola de musica de teclado vol.3, ed.A.
Baciero, Union Musical Espanola 1978 6 Singing School, Escolonia.The Benedictine cloister of Montserrat. pub.

Scarlatti:Ausgewahlte Klaviersonaten vol.1, ed. R.Alvarez, Henle 1985

Harpsichord by Michael Cole after José Joachim Antunes, (Lisbon, 1785).
Original in the Finchcocks Collection, Kent, England.

Harpsichord tuned to A 415Werckmeister III.
Recorded atWistaria Lodge, Cirencester, Gloucestershire, England.

Spring 2004, by Raymond Fenton,Atkyns Sound.

CDs 2 & 3 incorporate the sonatas that fall outside of
the Queen’s Venice manuscripts, but are contained
within the Kirkpatrick numbering under various
collective sources including, Roseingrave (1739),
Munster and Parma (1752, 1754 and 1757)

Thomas Roseingrave, a wealthy, eccentric Irish
musician, who, says Charles Burney’….’was honoured
by the chapter of St. Patrick’s with a pension to enable
him to travel for improvement’, first encountered
Scarlatti in Venice where the two were invited to
perform on the harpsichord. Roseingrave, states that,
‘finding myself rather better in courage and finger than
usual, I exerted myself, my dear friend, and fancied, by
the applause I received that my performance had made
some impression on the company.’ Another account
describes a grave young man dressed in black and in a
black wig, who had stood in one corner of the room,
very quiet and attentive while Roseingrave played, being
asked to sit down to the harpsichord, when he began to
play Rosy said, “he thought ten hundred d____ls had
been at the instrument; he never heard such passages of
execution and effect before”.

The performance so far surpassed his own, and every
degree of perfection to which he thought it possible he
should ever arrive, that, if he had been in sight of any
instrument with which to have done the deed, he should
have cut off his own fingers. The two became firm
friends and after Roseingrave’s return to England, by
1718 at least, he seems to have spread his friend’s
reputation by performing works of ‘’the famous
Domenico Scarlatti’‘ (The Daily Courant, March 25th
1718).

Roseingrave published an augmented reprint of the
Essercizi in 1739 and a later supplement containing the
sonatas on this recording. They show Scarlatti’s strong
association with his Italian roots which barely moves
away from the music of his contemporaries. K31 could
easily be by Pasquini or Alessandro Scarlatti. K35 is
similar to some of the miscellaneous pieces of Handel
and others like K32, 34, 40 and 42 have the hallmark of
Italian origins in their almost naïve simplicity.

Two manuscript sets of Scarlatti sonatas once in the
possession of the Abbe Santini, offer three sonatas, two
of which do not appear elsewhere: K452 and 453.These
are now in the collection of the Bischofliche Santini-
Bibliothek in Münster. Both sonatas lend themselves to
a cantabile style that may have been intended for
performance on the piano and it is interesting to
compare both piano and harpsichord versions of K453
on this recording.

The remaining sonatas appear in the Parma manuscript
referred to earlier. The last twelve are apparently
Scarlatti’s last, and may well have been collected and
copied after his death in 1757. They are all (with the
exception of K548) in Scarlatti’s more mature style.

K.202, Dean Sutcliffe notes is ‘effectively a blend of
Toccata, gallant and popular.The middle section shifting
harmonic ground constantly and disconcertingly.’ This
middle ‘Pastoralle’ style section is also in stark contrast
to the outer ones and bears little relationship. This
seeming incompatibility though is surely a deliberate
hallmark of Scarlatti’s genius. Compare material from
one section of a sonata with another and often you’ve
woken in another world wondering what on earth the
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Domenico Scarlatti -
a brief historical background

Domenico Scarlatti’s contribution to the keyboard
repertoire of the 18th century was a miracle of
inventiveness and forward vision. His music, steeped
in conventional form, conveys many diverse emotions
from Italian roots, flamenco, (influenced by his long
sojourn in Spain), and harmonic textures and colours
that anticipate musical ideas of much later generations
- and all within the relative confines of the binary-
form sonata.

He was the sixth son of Alessandro Scarlatti, studying
music with his father and later with Pasquini and
Gasparini in Venice. Until around 1720, his music
revolved around the world of opera and church music
as maestro di cappella in the service of the Queen of
Poland and later in a similar capacity at the Basilica
Giulia in Rome.

Following shortly after, he found employment with
the Portuguese ambassador, the Marques de Fontes,
and from there a post at the Portuguese court in
Lisbon as music master to Joao V’s younger brother,
Don Antonio, and the infanta María Barbara, the
King’s daughter. Following her marriage in 1729 to
Fernando, Felipe V’s son and heir to the Spanish
throne, Domenico accompanied her first to Seville
and then to Madrid, remaining in loyal service until
his death in 1757.

This CD and the following notes explore some more
recently discovered sonatas and I am indebted to Dr

W. Dean Sutcliffe for providing copies of some
unfamiliar ones as well as furnishing the following
illuminating notes.

Appendices and diversities

In view of the evident care taken in the presentation
of the bound volumes that form the primary sources
for most of the Scarlatti sonatas - now known by their
current locations, in Venice and Parma - it was long
assumed that it was Scarlatti’s intention to present to
his employer Queen María Barbara his complete
keyboard oeuvre. Most of the volumes were copied in
the years 1752 - 1757, towards the end of the lives of
both employer and composer. The Venice volumes,
bound in leather and featuring the Spanish and
Portuguese coats-of-arms on their cover, leave little
doubt about the intended recipient, while the Parma
set, plainer in appearance, may well have been
intended for her as well, or perhaps for Farinelli, who
had worked alongside Scarlatti at the Spanish court
from 1737. He took both sets with him when he
retired to Italy in 1759. The view that these
represented more or less the entire mature keyboard
output of the composer, once he had moved to the
Iberian peninsula in 1719, was reinforced by the fact
that Ralph Kirkpatrick, in his famous monograph of
1953, could cite no sources for Scarlatti sonatas in
Spain. Further, only one source was known in
Portugal. Although Kirkpatrick did accept into his
catalogue a few sonatas found only in other sources,
these mostly seemed to be earlier works, and the

APPENDICES - 34 SONATAS
ROSEINGRAVE (1739) (K31-42)

MUNSTER (K452, 453)
PARMA (1752, 1754 & 1757) (K202-205, 356, 357, 544-555)

DISC 2
Roseingrave
1 K31 G minor Allegro 5.14
2 K32 D minor Aria 2.08
3 K33 D major Allegro 3.51
4 K34 D minor Larghetto 2.15
5 K35 G minor Allegro 2.57
6 K36 A minor Allegro 3.19
7 K37 C minor Allegro 4.16
8 K38 F major Allegro 2.52
9 K39 A major Allegro 4.05
10 K40 C minor Minuetto 1.01
11 K41 D minor Fuga,Andante moderato 5.54
12 K42 B flat major Minuetto 1.28
Parma
13 K202 B flat major Allegro-Vivo 6.03
14 K203 E minor Vivo non molto 6.08
15 K204a F minor

Allegro-Allegro-Allegrissimo 6.36
16 K204b F minor Allegro 6.11
17 K205 F major Vivo 8.56

Total playing time 73.14

DISC 3
Parma
1 K356 C major Con spirito andante 4.57
2 K357 C major Allegro 5.45
Münster
3 K452 A major Andante Allegro 3.18
4 K453 A major Andante 2.32
5 K453 A major Andante 3.10

(Played on the Fortepiano)
Parma
6 K544 B flat major Cantabile 3.04
7 K545 B flat major Prestissimo 3.27
8 K546 G minor Cantabile 3.40
9 K547 G major Allegro 5.18
10 K548 C major Allegretto 6.12
11 K549 C major Allegro 5.08
12 K550 B flat major Allegretto 2.52
13 K551 B flat major Allegro 4.35
14 K552 D minor Allegretto 3.11
15 K553 D minor Allegro 4.52
16 K554 F major Allegretto 5.04
17 K555 F minor Allegro 4.34

Total playing time 71.39

Harpsichord by Michael Cole after José Joachim Antunes, (Lisbon, 1785).
Original in the Finchcocks Collection, Kent, England. Harpsichord tuned to A 415Valotti.

Recorded atWistaria Lodge, Cirencester, Gloucestershire, England.
Spring 2005, by Raymond Fenton,Atkyns Sound.

Dedicated to my daughter Lizzy with love.
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feeling remained that few more would come to light.
In any case, perhaps he and other Scarlatti scholars
were more exercised by the complete lack of
autographs for the 550-odd sonatas that were known
to exist.

It is only in fact in relatively recent years that copies
of sonatas have begun to be found in Spain, perhaps
prompted by the tercentenary celebrations of the
composer’s birth in 1685 (the power of these
anniversaries!). Most of these duplicate sonatas that
are already authenticated through their appearance in
the Parma and Venice volumes, but a few new works
attributed to Scarlatti have indeed turned up. Others
have appeared in Portugal and Italy, strongly
suggesting that further discoveries may just as well be
made in those countries as in the composer’s eventual
home of Spain.The present disc gives us a chance to
judge a selection of these recent works - some of them
for the first time - as well as those from other sources
that were accepted by Kirkpatrick, against the
accepted canon of sonatas.

This is a fascinating opportunity. Authorship is one of
the most important categories in our evaluation of
artworks. In one sense this seems all too obvious, but
matters can get complicated when authorship is
uncertain or disputed. One only need call to mind the
way in which the status and estimation of a piece
change when it becomes attributed to a major
composer, yet the music itself of course remains the
same as it ever was. Nevertheless, it will suddenly be
taken more seriously and may well be invested with a

higher artistic significance. We might further note
how the smallest scrap of material that turns out to be
from the pen of Mozart prompts more interest than
the greatest work by Boccherini, for instance, or how
a scribble by Picasso can fetch a huge sum at auction.
While often it is painstaking detective work that
allows a final authentication of a piece of music, in
many cases the means for such proof may never come
to light.We are thus left to rely on hunches, on our
understanding of a composer’s style based on works
of undoubted authenticity. But this can be a slippery
process, as is proved precisely by those cases where
documentary evidence does finally emerge to
overturn a general acceptance or denial of the claims
to authorship of a particular piece. Nevertheless, it is
great fun to play this guessing game. Listeners to this
disc are invited to apply their understanding of
Scarlatti’s style, of the flavour and gestures they
associate with the attribute “Scarlattian”, to the works
played here. Perhaps something like a list of “five
works most likely to succeed” to a place in the
Scarlatti canon might help focus your mind as you sit
in judgment.

In some cases, of course, the odds have already been
tilted, through certain works having been accepted
into Kirkpatrick’s catalogue of 555 sonatas. (In fact,
the catalogue contains 556 works, but Kirkpatrick
numbered two as K204a and K204b in order to arrive
at a memorable total number!) These pieces have
acquired a certain kind of authenticity simply by
appearing in printed editions, and by having been
played enough to be familiar components of the

30) and many sonatas numbered in the early K100s in
Kirkpatrick’s catalogue. Much less convincing than its
companions is the third piece in A major, but can one
afford to be selectively welcoming? The fact that the
three new sonatas are all found in same source might
suggest that they must be placed either within or
outside the canon as a group.

There are fewer difficulties of conscience to trouble
one with the final three pieces performed here.These
derive from four “new sonatas” discovered by Bengt
Johnsson in the archives of the singing school
Escolania in the Benedictine cloister of Montserrat. In
the case of the first presented here, a C major work
headed “Tocata de Scarlati”, Johnsson wrote a
supporting article in which he picked out eight of its
motives and demonstrated their occurrence in
verified sonatas, mostly also in C major. However,
many of these “motives” do not occur in a markedly
similar form from piece to piece and in any case
barely deserve this description; what Johnsson picks
out are more like those shapes that make up the
Figurenlehre of a style. They are thus more like the
bedrock of musical utterance than specific and
personalized motives. This also goes to show that
coincidences of material - the most traditional means
of trying to ascribe authorship on stylistic grounds -
may not be the best route to take.This C major Sonata
could in fact be more readily attributed to very early
Haydn than to Domenico Scarlatti. On the other
hand, the sonata that follows, a Largo in G minor,
seems if anything too “early” to be Scarlattian,
although amidst its Baroque arioso material it does

feature an arresting idea repeated several times in
each half. The final work, in G major, more clearly
operates within a Scarlattian sphere, but it is very
short. Indeed, it almost feels like an abstracted
version of a Scarlatti sonata - several “typical” features
are presented in a very nude form and undergo no
investigation or transformation. Of course, there is
some danger in all this commentary, in the absence of
clinching documentary information, that one simply
turns away from those pieces one doesn’t want to have
been written by Scarlatti. A form of quality control
comes into play to maintain the standards one would
like to associate with the composer.Yet cases where
documentary evidence allows a secure attribution
expose the wishful thinking that may be involved, and
it is sometimes the least likely pieces that turn out to
be authentic. One must then perform critical
somersaults in order to align them with the accepted
canon. Nevertheless, this whole selection of possible
Scarlatti sonatas allows us to dream of the discovery of
further new works that are as convincing as some of
those presented here.

©W. Dean Sutcliffe. University of Auckland.

Dr. Sutcliffe is the author of The Keyboard Sonatas of
Domenico Scarlatti (Cambridge University Press) and
Haydn: String Quartets, Op.50. He is also co-editor of
the Cambridge journal Eighteenth-Century Music.
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Scarlattian universal set.This is certainly the case with
K141, which is one of the most commonly performed
and recorded sonatas and therefore a significant
element of what “Scarlatti” means to most of us.
However, technically, the work’s authenticity is “not
proven”; it appears in neither Venice nor Parma sets,
but instead was found in the so-called Worgan
manuscript, a collection of forty-four Scarlatti sonatas
now residing in the British Library; further sources
for K. 141 are in important secondary manuscripts
now located in libraries in Münster andVienna. John
Worgan was a pupil of Thomas Roseingrave, the
famous early proponent of Scarlatti in England, who
had met (and apparently worshipped) Scarlatti in Italy.
Indeed, Roseingrave’s famous description of
Scarlatti’s playing at a Venice musical evening - “he
thought ten hundred d—-ls had been at the
instrument; he had never heard such passages of
execution and effect before” - seems more
appropriate to K141 than to most of the sonatas. It
exudes a dark, demonic power, not just in the taxing
sequences of repeated notes but also in those
mysterious passages towards the end of each half that
plunge abruptly into the lower reaches of the
keyboard.

The next three pieces, K142-144, also derive from
theWorgan manuscript, but in this case without being
found in other early sources. Some scholars have
regarded them as doubtful. Joel Sheveloff, author of a
very important study of the sources, believes they are
more likely to be by Scarlatti’s younger colleague at
court in Madrid, Sebastián de Albero - himself a

composer of enormous interest whose work remains
little known. There may be some documentary
support for this - the lower half of the title page of the
collection has had some letters scraped off which
include “Sebastian” and either “Alonso” or “Albero”,
although this might indicate thatAlbero was the scribe
rather than the composer. In any case, I find the three
pieces quite plausibly Scarlattian. K142 in F sharp
minor has the nagging repetitions and emphasis on
close melodic intervals found in many of those
authenticated sonatas that seem to evoke a flamenco
idiom. K144, marked “Cantabile” and in G major, is so
beautiful and remarkable that one would like to say
that the identity of the composer is irrelevant - but
this would be to ignore the thoughts about authorship
offered earlier on. Rather like the famous K208, it
starts with great purity and sweetness in the tone of
its melodic material, then gradually turns more
extravagant, exotic, even voluptuous as the melodic
line grows more and more continuous.The change of
manner is most obvious in the dissonances that start
to encroach as the melodic line fails to tally with the
supporting harmonies beneath, which recur with
hypnotic regularity. K143 pulls several rhythmic
tricks and also features the wide leaps that are
generally held to be one of Scarlatti’s strongest
trademarks. Here the leaps, however, have a rustic
character rather than the dashing brilliance we might
expect to encounter. In the second half of the sonata
they are reversed in direction, from down to up, and
it is now the right hand that undertakes the larger
leaps - another sort of reversal.

of their very association with sonatas we know to be
Scarlatti’s.

Our next two sonatas, in D major and A major, were
found in the Real Conservatorio Superior de Música
in Madrid, among the recent harvest of Spanish
sources that followed on from the composer’s
tercentenary year. Both feature some arresting and
exotic-sounding moments that at least suggest a
musical environment fairly close to that of Scarlatti;
listen to the passages from 1.22 and 0.56 in the D
major and A major works respectively. As with K97,
though, it is the rather tenuous continuity of thought,
the unconvincing timing of ideas, that make one
withhold too strong a seal of approval. On the other
hand, the new Sonata in A major that turned up
amidst 60 authenticated works in the Lisbon Libro di
tocate has been accepted by all who have commented
on it in print, such as Malcolm Boyd and John Henry
van der Meer. Indeed, it is perhaps one for the listener
to consider putting near the top of his or her “likely”
list. It has above all just what the two previous Madrid
sonatas lack - a real sense of timing in the introduction
and development of ideas, and a feeling for how the
most arresting gestures relate both to other material
and to the larger whole. In addition, its rhythmic
alertness and energy can easily be aligned with known
Scarlattian works.

The two sonatas from the Biblioteca de Catalunya in
Barcelona were rediscovered by María Ester-Sala in
the late 1980s. This solved a long-standing mystery.
The two sonatas were already known, as part of a

collection of free transcriptions of 26 Scarlatti works
by Enrique Granados, published in 1904, but then the
manuscript upon which Granados based his
transcriptions had disappeared by the time
Kirkpatrick compiled his catalogue in the 1950s.
Although the two works are unattributed in this
source, they strike me as highly convincing. Both
works are in 3/8 and show the strong imprint of the
toccata, but they also have a racy popular flavour,
accompanied by some quirks of musical syntax, that
seems like the real thing.

The next three works derive from a manuscript found
in the archive of the Metropolitan Cathedral in
Valladolid. Six other pieces given in this source were
already known - K130, 98, 5, 65, 7 and 66.The first
piece in G major features many blocks of thirds, sixths
and octaves that might in total seem a little heavy-
handed for Scarlatti, and the full chords found at the
end of each half are a closing gesture that one rarely
encounters. Of course, it might be - as is known from
a number of other recently uncovered Spanish sources
- that the copyist filled out the original texture to
accord with his own taste or that of the intended
recipient of the copies or simply that of his wider
musical environment. After all, many of Scarlatti’s
textural habits were quite anomalous when set against
most other keyboard writing of the time. On the
other hand, several harmonic colours (such as a few
“Euro”- sixths, in this case German) seem unlikely.
For all that, this is an enjoyable piece.The second new
sonata in D minor has still more to recommend it - its
idiom is often close to that found in the Essercizi (K1-
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The next two sonatas were until very recently also
confined to a single source, located in the Fitzwilliam
Museum in Cambridge. This forms one of two
manuscripts, containing 31 and 24 sonatas
respectively, that were brought back from Spain by
Lord Fitzwilliam in 1772. K145 and K146 are found
in the second of these collections.While both works
have been regarded with much suspicion by Sheveloff,
partly due to the “slovenly condition” of the source,
K145 has since surfaced in a collection of 61 sonatas
that was discovered in Lisbon in 1982, the Libro di
tocate.This second appearance alongside authenticated
sonatas must speak well for its plausibility, and K145
offers the sort of rhythmic tricks we noted in the case
of K143.The claims of K146 in G major may also now
be regarded as strengthened by association. Like
K145, it has a rather skittish manner. Preoccupied
with fanfare-like material, it never grants this material
a straightforward and direct rendering. Such
allusiveness is characteristic of the composer’s
approach to his subject matter. Perhaps the least
convincing aspect of K146 is the way each half
concludes, by dissolving into descending arpeggiated
figuration. While such figuration might seem so
typical of keyboard writing of the time, even
anonymous, and hence unlikely to disqualify the
claims of any particular composer, it is often at just
such points that Scarlatti is at his most individual.
Scarlatti’s endings tend to be much less expansive and
relaxed than this. Admittedly, K145 also concludes
with similar figures, but these carry a greater charge
owing to the way both hands co-operate in creating a

single arpeggiated line, before a strange, harmonically
unresolved, flourish adds a further signature.

K95 in C major derives from one of the Boivin
editions (Pièces pour le clavecin) that appeared in Paris
between 1741 and 1746 and are thus among the few
editions (certainly not authorised) of Scarlatti sonatas
that were published during his lifetime. I share the
incredulity of Sheveloff that Kirkpatrick, and before
him Alessandro Longo, editor of the first complete
edition of Scarlatti sonatas (Milan, 1906-1910),
thought K95 a possible Scarlattian product. It is
marked by the device of hand crossing, but this occurs
from start to finish in a rather pedestrian form. And
another feature marks it out as more likely to have
been written by a French composer of the time. K95
never really leaves the tonic key (there is only a
modulating sequence, which barely counts); compare
the many pieces by Couperin, for instance, that hover
around the tonic throughout. A more dynamic and
sharply differentiated treatment of key change was
not just a feature of Italian style of the time in general,
but something that Scarlatti was especially gifted at
articulating.

K97 is also found only in one of the Boivin editions. If
more plausible than K95, this also strikes me as one of
the less likely to be by Scarlatti (although listeners are
quite entitled to disagree). While a number of the
individual units of invention are quirky enough to
suggest Scarlatti’s authorship, there is more to
composition than the devising of memorable ideas.
The key element missing is the sort of control of

large-scale phrase rhythm that helps to account for the
peculiarly exciting momentum of so many Scarlatti
sonatas. This piece meanders, often to the
accompaniment of single bass notes that implacably
mark the downbeats of the 3/8 bars. K147, on the
other hand, is found only in our Münster and Vienna
sources, but has never been seriously doubted by any
Scarlattian. It is indeed a fascinating work that
illustrates what I have termed a process of “stylistic
modulation” in Scarlatti. Thus it moves barely
perceptibly from the free polyphony of the opening,
clearly suggesting an older, “ecclesiastical” style, to a
more repetitive idiom that then opens out into what
sounds like Italianate song.This is much broader and
more popular in style. The song is succeeded by a
passage that could come from a violin concerto, but
when similar figuration is then heard in the left hand,
the right hand counters with strangely insistent
chordal successions that drag us towards what feels
like a somewhat inarticulate folk idiom. The second
half plays with and reorders the same stylistic traces,
finally giving more prominence to the solidly Baroque
violinistic idiom.

K94, a short minuet in F major, derives from a
Portuguese manuscript, in Coimbra. This contains
thirty “tocatas” all by Scarlatti’s Lisbon colleague
Seixas except for No.10, a four-movement work
containing K85, 82, 78a - all found in other copies -
and then K94, unique to this source. It has a bright
and brisk manner but occasionally lurches into
unexpected harmonic territory by means of strange
chromatic twists.The Scarlatti scholar Giorgio Pestelli

has pointed out that such chromaticism - whether
found in fugues or minuets - was almost a genre unto
itself in early eighteenth-century Naples; and so such
an example need not be ascribed to Scarlatti simply
because it sounds so individualistic. The same might
apply to the Minuet in D minor that comes from an
Italian source, a recently discovered manuscript in the
Turin University Library. Nos 12-15 of this source are
copied in a hand different from that found in the rest
of the manuscript, and they are attributed to Scarlatti.
K76 and K71 are followed by K63, and immediately
after on the same page we find a Minuet in G major.
Then K9 in D minor, the well-known work
sometimes called “Pastorale”, is likewise succeeded by
a Minuet, in the same key.These two “pairings” in this
new source strengthen the argument that, while
pairing of sonatas was a common scribal practice of
the time, it does not reflect an indissoluble association
of two pieces that consequently form a genuine larger
work, as Kirkpatrick maintained. If the D minor
Minuet cannot be ascribed confidently to Scarlatti on
the basis of its “unnatural” chromatic twists alone -
coupled in this case with some registral shifts and odd
placement of a slurred figure on second and third
beats of the bar - we can at least suggest that it is
consistent with some known Scarlatti examples, such
as K77b, another D minor Minuet.The G majorTurin
Minuet also has a somewhat teasing flavour and
features some rapid flourishes that might not be
entirely in the most respectable minuet style. As was
the case with K145 and K146 above, one might say
that these works acquire greater plausibility by virtue
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fandangos and canarios,and were pioneers, incorporating vigorous rhythmic strumming (rasgueado) with a single
melodic voice, played punteado (plucked). Sanz in his treatise for the five-course guitar, Instruccion de musica sobre
la guittarra Espanola (1674), gives an example of a canarios with alternation between 6/8 and 3/4 (Ex. 17), a
favourite Scarlattian trick of displacing the basic metre.Think of Bernstein’s ‘America’ and you get the effect.
The sonata in A major K280 classically produces this effect (Ex. 18).

Ex 17 Canario

Ex 18 Sonata K280

These observations will I hope help the listener to appreciate an extra dimension, as part of a much broader
picture in appreciating many of the influences behind some of the greatest music of the 18th century.

Domenico Scarlatti dominated the keyboard scene in the Iberian Peninsula during the eighteenth century and
his contribution to music led Ralph Kirkpatrick to describe him as, ‘the most original keyboard composer of
his time.’ His legacy truly evokes an impassioned and spectacular panorama of 18th century Spain.
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are slowly borne through the narrow streets to the magnificent cathedral. Hooded figures of the ‘cofradias’,
religious brotherhoods, walk alongside, in front and behind the floats, sometimes in silence but often to the
accompaniment of bugles and drums which beat a sombre rhythm. In the eighteenth century, piercing trumpets
and muffled drums set the scene as depicted in Goya’s ‘The Procession’.

The saeta is begun when the processions stop, and is usually sung from a balcony as the cavalcade reaches specific
points along the route. It is a spontaneous prayer, an arrow of song directed at the figure of Christ or the Blessed
Virgin Mary (Madonna) that rests on the ornate and often candlelit float.

It has often been suggested that the sonata in D major K490 represents an impression of this wonderful
spectacle. The sombre rhythm shown below (Ex. 15) pervades the piece, and although in chords, represents
perhaps the muffled drums as they accompany the float.The long drawn out “Ays”, or opening vocalization that
cuts through the air allowing the singer to ‘warm up’, create the unique climate in which the cante proceeds.
The melismatic flourishes can be clearly determined in this sonata if one compares the following:

Ex 14, Saeta melismas

Ex 15 K490 Pseudo vocalization of the saeta with an accompaniment evoking the processional drum.

Ex 16. Sonata K490.Vocal line imitating the melismatic flourish of the saeta.

Features of K491 and K492, compare interestingly with elements in the fandango and sevillanas both danced
after the Semana Santa celebrations at the Seville April feria.

There is no doubt also that Scarlatti drew inspiration from the guitar - not only in its accompanying capacity
for dances, but more likely from the wealth of guitar music that existed.Two notable composers were Santiago
de Murcia (c.1680-c.1740) and Gaspar Sanz (1640-1710), who were inspired by tunes and dances like the



‘In the dunghills of Naples amidst noisy streets, splendour and squalor, magnificence and filth, babies played, their brothers
and sisters chased dogs and mules; and their elders made love.

The Scarlatti family probably enjoyed the respectability of upper floors, far removed from the noise of rattling carriage wheels,
the lashing of whips and the soft belching cry of the carter to his horse. More probably aVesuvius of curses filled the air as
rich and as colourful as the piles of melons and peppers on the street corners and as odoriferous as the fish of the nearby
market.

Only slightly subdued at the hour of siesta, this racket gave place at night to guitars and strident Neapolitan voices raised in
quarrel or in amorous lament.’ 1

These imaginative observations open Ralph Kirkpatrick’s biography of Domenico Scarlatti, who was the sixth
of ten children born to Alessandro Scarlatti and Antonia Anzalone between 1679 and 1695.

Domenico, born on October 26th 1685, studied music with his father and later with Pasquini and Gasparini.
The latter was employed as choirmaster at the famous Ospedali della Pieta inVenice, so it is quite probable that
Scarlatti received tuition there. In 1709 he entered the service of Maria Casimara, Queen of Poland as Maestro
di Capella, composing operas for her private theatre in Rome.

During the last year of his employment with her, Domenico had established connections with theVatican and
in 1714 he was appointed Maestro di Cappella of the Basilica Giulia. Shortly after, he also found employment
in a similar capacity to the Portuguese ambassador, the Marques de Fontes - and from there proceeded to a post
at the Portuguese Court in Lisbon as music master to King Joao V’s younger brother, Don Antonio and the
Infanta Maria Barbara, the King’s daughter.

This period at the Portuguese Court lasted about nine years, during which time, on a return trip to Rome,
Scarlatti had married Maria Catalina Gentili on May 5th 1728. On their return, life at court had moved on to
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Ex.13. is a sevillana. All day long as the romeria rambles through the countryside, this popular Andalusian song
is performed.The romerias are annual pilgrimages to a religious shrine and are really like glorified picnics with
plenty to drink, much music and dancing.

Ex 13

The opening of this song immediately captures the modal flavour created by the Andalusian melodic fall, also
shown in the Lullaby (Ex.9), and in some form in most of the other examples, in brackets.

If we now look at the sonata in F minor K481, we find some interesting clues regarding Scarlatti’s success in
securing the emotions of the folk genre.Without giving musical examples, you may find yourself listening and
observing the following points.

The sonata opens with a version of the Andalusian melodic descent in the treble that immediately gives an
impression of modal colour, and is indicative of Scarlatti’s fragmentary use of the folk genre. It sets the mood
of the whole piece in much the same way as the opening of the folk songs give an overall flavour.The opening
motif is re-stated two bars later, extending to form an eight bar introduction. A fresh idea is then heard
consisting of a sequential motif of two - two-bar phrases which are then answered by a seven bar phrase, ending
in the supertonic key of G major.This uneven phrase structure is typical of folk music; examples of which can
be heard in the seguiriyas, where verses are built on two short lines followed by one long one, ending with
another short one. Returning to the sonata, I find a similarity between the power of dramatic expression in folk
song which lies in the ability of the performer to project images vocally - and Scarlatti’s use of modal
inventiveness in conveying this effect.

These examples form a basis for Burney’s claim. Songs similar to these provided a wellspring on which a fertile
mind could expand, providing Maria Barbara with a flavour of her cultural inheritance.The following sonatas I
feel provide an ethnic affinity with the fragments of folk music above, in their almost melodic naivety: K109 in
A minor, K238 in F minor, K107 in F major, K126 in C minor, K185 in F minor, K197 in B minor and K474
in B flat major.Time and again one hears the vocal flourishes which occur both in modal and non–modal forms.

One of the best examples of this is a saeta, the origin of which merits explanation before any musical
descriptions are given. Scarlatti, you will remember, resided in Seville for four years during which time he
would have witnessed the Holy Week processions. To this day, beginning on Palm Sunday, enormous floats
carrying intricately carved life–size figures commemorating the events of Christ’s Passion and Resurrection,
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Ex.9. illustrates a lullaby from the province of Leon.The sweet, monotonous melody dates from at least the
fifteenth century.

Ex 9

Ex.10. is a spinning song from a village near Astorga in northern Leon.

Ex 10

Ex.11. is a Ballad from Estremadura which dates back to medieval times.

Ex 11

Ex.12. is a fragment of a Romance, a medieval ballad that gives a clear indication of the type of well-known
Spanish songs commonly heard in the smaller cities and villages in Extremadura to the south west of Spain,
bordering on Portugal.The southern part of this region shares many musical characteristics with Andalusia.

Ex 12

the extent that Princess Maria Barbara, now eighteen, was betrothed to Crown Prince Ferdinand of Spain, son
of Felipe V. In January 1729, it is reported that the court left for Badajoz, and ‘…notwithstanding the deep
snows, and much fatigu’d with bad weather which had scarce ever ceased from the time they left’2, Princess
Maria Barbara now met, for the first time, her husband to be.According to the British Ambassador, present on
that occasion, Maria Barbara was, to put it mildly, extremely plain, ‘…and I could not but observe that the
Princess’ figure, notwithstanding a profusion of gold and diamonds, really shocked the Prince. He looked as if
he thought he had been imposed upon. Her large mouth, thick lips, high cheekbones and small eyes, afforded
him no agreeable prospect.’3 On that rather shaky foundation, by the River Caya at the border of the two
countries, marriage contracts were exchanged.

In 1729 it is reported of the royal couple that: ‘…in the evening the court being arrived at Seville, their
Majesties and Highnesses took a turn in the garden of the Alcazar, which is the ancient palace of Moorish
Kings…’4 Scarlatti was presumably housed in the vicinity and, reflecting on his later music we can imagine him
walking through the picturesque gardens of the Alcazar with the hypnotic sounds of Andalusian song, guitars
and castanets filtering through the hazy air, providing a wealth of fresh and exciting musical ideas.

The court resided in Seville for four years before moving northward to Madrid.

The annual itinerary was then divided between the Royal residences. Easter, Buen Retiro near Madrid; Spring
and early summer inAranjuez, the ancient seat of CarlosV and Felipe II in theTagus valley between Madrid and
Toledo; La Granja, high up in the Guadarrama mountains toward Segovia, for the main summer sojourn;
Autumn at the Escorial on a lonely hillside overlooking the great plain toward Madrid; Christmas at the palace
of Buen Retiro on the outskirts of Madrid, and January to mid-March at the old Royal hunting lodge of the
Pardo.

When Felipe died in 1746, FernandoVI and Queen Maria Barbara on October 10th made their state entry into
Madrid, ‘…amid extravagant celebrations followed by parades, bullfights and fireworks.’5 Little is known of
Scarlatti between 1733 and the accession of Fernando and Maria Barbara. He was knighted in 1738 in the
Portuguese order of Santiago and shortly after, he dedicated to JoaoV his first published collection of pieces,
the Essercizi per Gravicembalo which was published in London in 1739. His first wife, Catalina by whom he had
five children died in 1739 and although no records exist, it is thought that somewhere between 1740 and 1742
he re-married, taking as his new wife,Anastasia Ximenes, a native of Cadiz, by whom he had four children. It
is during this period between 1738 and 1756 that he presumably wrote the majority of his vast output of sonatas
for Maria Barbara.

Domenico Scarlatti died in Madrid on July 23, 1757, in the house in the Calle de Leganitos after receiving the
last rites of the church.
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It is in his sonatas that we hear what the eighteenth century musicologist, Charles Burney described as, ‘the
imitation of tunes and melodies sung by carriers, muleteers and common people.’6 In the same chapter, Burney
quotes a conversation with a M. L’Augier, one of the principal physicians at the Viennese imperial court, a
skilful musician, and intimately acquainted with Domenico Scarlatti. It reads, ’M. L’Augier sung to me several
fragments of Bohemian, Spanish, Portuguese, andTurkish music, in which the peculiar expression depended on
the contre tems, or breach of strict time; beat the measure, and keep it as exactly as is necessary, in more refined
and modern music, and it wholly loses its effect.’A footnote then goes on to explain that ‘It has been supposed,
that the ancient Greeks had scales of sounds, in which intervals were divided into more minute parts, than any
that are to be found in modern music; and it seems, as if our present divisions of time, were far from including
every variety of measure possible.’

This is invariably omitted from studies of folk music and flamenco, but its relevance to these notes is important
in providing a direct and first-hand reference to the gypsy folk music that attracted Scarlatti’s attention.The
musical colour most frequently heard is the interval of an augmented second, that part of a harmonic minor
scale prompting an immediate association with eastern music - a familiar sound, but skilfully introduced by
Scarlatti with obvious and specific intention.The augmented second is of Arab origin and a musical relic from
the Moslem invasion of Spain in the 8th century, which left such an indelible impression on the culture of that
land.

Their music in particular helped shape the course of Spanish folk music - and in turn, flamenco.According to
Manuel de Falla, who made an extensive study of the subject, influences include Byzantine chant, the
immigration into Spain of numerous bands of gypsies most of whom settled in Andalusia, and quite possibly,
Jewish synagogical chant. Flamenco, although a relatively modern term, is nevertheless the ‘label’ attached to
most people’s perception of the whole Spanish folk music genre, and Scarlatti’s Hispanism is a direct result of
that evolutionary process.

The melodic shape of most flamenco music centres on the Phrygian mode and its variants. (Ex. 1) gives an
indication of the types of scales used in Andalusian folk music and you will notice that the flattened supertonic
*, frequently acts as a leading note resolving downwards, - usually onto a major chord.The last four descending
notes in (1a) form what I term the Andalusian melodic descent, or ‘Phrygian fall’ A-G-F-E.

Subsequently, a school of lyric song sprang up in imitation of the works of Provençal troubadours; while the
institution of pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela, the Jerusalem of the west, brought Western European
medieval culture into the country.

Spanish folk music may be thought of in terms of three main zones: north, central, and south.The north is a
region of choral singing, brief and verdant lyric verses, the flute and the bagpipe, and of clear ties with
European folk culture.The Castilian central zone is characterised by hard-voiced solo singing or reedy unison
in sober melodies; by the dulzaina (a short oboe), the guitar used as simple accompanying instrument; and
above all, by the romance - the narrative song. In the south, song and dance becomes intensely personal and
expressive. Andalusian dancers use every part of their body to express emotion, just as the singer and the
guitarist run the gamut of embellishments, vocal tricks and emotional colouring.

Andalusian music and dance is clearly related, by way of the Middle East, to the music and dance of India. It is
interesting to speculate whether this connection had begun in the time of the Romans. Roman poets and
writers of the first century were already talking about the dances of Betica (the Roman name forAndalusia) and
of the puella graditane, who used to come to Rome to execute their sensual dances with castanets during the
Roman saturnalia.’11

Below are extracts from a few of the songs that give an impression of strong nationalistic conformity and rustic
spirit, a trait which can be identified in many of Scarlatti’s sonatas. The first example highlighted on these
recordings is a muleteers’ song from Galicia. (Ex.8).This rugged backcountry to the north of Spain is rich in
folk music and this particular song in triple time with long, slow cadences expresses a real Middle Eastern
nostalgia.This muleteer, his animals loaded with wine-skins full of the vintage of Ribadavia, pleasantly loaded
with wine himself, swings along the mountain track singing the following song with encouraging shouts to the
mule at the end of each verse, “Mula, alaelo, alalelo.”

Ex 8
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Ex 1a – 1e

Examples occur on many occasions in the sonatas that make this very point, acting as a fleeting colour and
adding spice to the overall flavour.When certain notes are raised a semitone **, the alternation between minor,
major and augmented second creates a bimodal melodic line often associated with songs from Islamic/Arabic
regions. These subtleties are contained within cante jondo (literally, deep song), Andalusia’s oldest and most
characteristic type of music.The use of enharmonism acts as a means of expressive modulation that enhances
the poetic mood that the words imply.

Melodies generally move within the compass of a sixth but the number of tones available is increased by vocal
portamento. This is obviously what Burney referred to in his aforementioned footnote. A further Oriental
characteristic is the repeated insistence on a single note, with appoggiaturas (from above and below), which
make a dramatic point. The sonata in C major K548 illustrates this point (Ex. 2) when compared to a cante
extract (Ex. 3), part of a solea, a plaintive song of sorrow and loneliness.

Ex 2

begin on the 12th beat of the previous rhythmic unit and occasionally on the 11th or 10th beat which gives the
dance its amazing dynamism.The cross rhythms of this dance are plainly distinguished in the following sonatas:
K45 (Ex. 6), 56, 96, 532, 537 and K521 - with numerous other examples.

To fully appreciate Burney’s claim that Scarlatti imitated the folk music of his time, it is to the villages (where
this music is still very much alive) that we need to turn to discover possible links. It is necessary to state,
however, that from the wealth of folk music material, Scarlatti was encapsulating musical effect, spirit and
atmosphere.

There is practically no evidence to support the hypothesis held by some that a particular sonata is an exact
fandango, jota, or any other of the numerous song/dances of Spain. Considering the very hallmarks of Spanish
folk music - modal characteristics, chromaticism, enharmonism, vocal portamento together with rhythmic dance
complexities etc - any attempt at imitation within our western notational system can only be perceived as an
approximation that creates an overall impression.

Turning now to some of the types of vocal music that fall outside of the flamenco genre, there is a clear
connection between the folk songs still performed today and the folk music of Scarlatti’s time. In studying this
important link, I was drawn to some recordings of authentic folk music made by Alan Lomax in the early
1950’s.This was by far the best starting point as it provided first hand evidence. Lomax writes:

‘Listeners accustomed to thinking of Spanish folk music in terms of the fiery songs of Andalusia will be
astonished by its diversity.Throughout a sorrowful history, beneath a succession of absolute rulers, the spirit of
the Spanish peasant has been sustained by the ancient and beautiful traditions of the villages of Spain.To some
extent, this traditional richness has compensated for the bitter economic poverty of the country. Bygone
kingdoms and long-buried conquerors still live in the provincial cultural patterns of the present day.The choral
songs of the Basques, the sober ballads of Castile, the mountaineers’ songs of the Asturias, the delicate guitars
of Andalusia, all these might belong to different countries. Diverse currents of culture have poured into Spain,
linking the north withWestern Europe, and the south with Africa and the Near East.

The Arab conquest in the eighth century reinforced immemorial cultural ties that had existed between Spain
and North Africa, for the North Africans who comprised the conquering Arab armies were first cousins and
neighbours of the people of southern Spain.Arab commanders of these armies brought with them the art and
science of Islamic civilization, which not only flourished in Andalusia, but also penetrated north and west as far
as Provence and Sicily, contributing to economic and cultural renaissances in those regions.As the Christian re-
conquest began in the tenth century, the influence of French epics stimulated the growth of epic and ballad
poetry in Spain.

*

*

*

**

**

**

**

**

****
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Other varieties that spread from Aragonese roots into Navarre,Valencia,Alicante and Murcia southwards into
Andalusia possess more adventurous harmonies that almost equal the fandango. When the jota penetrated
Navarre, it met the prevailing Basque elements which noticeably fertilised other regions. In Valencia, the jota
has been assimilated with melodies from Castile and Andalusia. The jota alicantina has its own chord
progression, and another type found in Murcia is even more varied, passing through E major, C major, F major,
C major and G major.

A frequent musical feature of the guitar accompaniment is the use of ascending and descending thirds, often in
triplets, and usually played by two bandurrias.This feature was quite common in Scarlatti’s time also and classic
examples occur in K207 in E major, K397 in D major, K423 in C major and quite possibly K209 in A major.
The castanet rhythm shown below is a typical accompanying feature.

Example rhythm

K207 in E major is a clever compilation of ideas from this dance. It opens with ascending and descending thirds
over a basic tonic/dominant harmony and castanet effects can be clearly discerned in the middle of each half.
As an experiment, I once played this sonata in a concert with two Spanish dance experts dancing the jota. This
proved a highly successful experiment - and great fun.

The buleria, another vibrant song/dance whose origins go back to earliest times, became incorporated into
flamenco similarly to the fandango. Its rhythm is quick and spirited and the gypsy buleria is amongst the more
rhythmically complex forms.The basic rhythmic pattern is of twelve beats with accents falling as shown below.

Example rhythm 12 beats

This basic pattern is then frequently overlaid by another with accents on 1, 2, 4 and 5.

Example rhythm 6 beats

A variety of percussive effects provides more cross rhythms and include palmas (handclapping) pitos (finger
snapping) and the rapping of fingers and knuckles on a table top. Castanets are not used in this dance. Other
percussive devices are taconeo (heel stamping) and zapateado (to stamp with the shoe). Variations frequently

Ex 3

In a similar context, K193 offers comparable passages; the harmonic progressions here, invariably follow
Moorish intervals and a melodic treble line that often echoes what Dean Sutcliffe describes as ‘Andalusian
chromaticism.’7 Barbara Zuber places the short motif of the opening of the second half of the sonata as the vocal
intonation of ‘’Ay’’,8 a kind of introductory ‘warming up’, followed by four bars of ornamental melismas that
marks the planteo (exposition of the melody).This sonata also interestingly relates to the castanet rhythm of the
seguidillas, referred to later.The sonata climaxes two-thirds of the way through the second section as it reaches
a point of anguish, poignantly placed over the bass Andalusian melodic descent.

K107 in F major, is described by Dean Sutcliffe as an echo of cante jondo, ‘a composite sound picture that may
be suggestive of quarter tones, of something beyond the diatonic system and its notation.’ Certainly the more
melismatic passages allow Scarlatti to meander effortlessly through vocal portamento in a most convincing way.
Another illustration of the more vocal style is K87 in B minor, described by Donna Edwards as a reflection of
the siguiriya gitana.The sighing motifs, from bars 27-29, she thinks, are reminiscent of a lament.9The siguiriya
is usually accompanied by guitar and was originally one of the gypsies’ simple burial and mourning songs. It is
the most extremely sad and serious of all the cante jondo laments. Pessimism, sorrow, death and pain are central
expressions.The rhythms are very difficult to capture and demand much emotional involvement.The middle
section K184 in F minor is another instance among countless others which captures this ‘weeping’ effect,
conveying the deep poetic well-springs of the Andalusian gypsies, whose lyrical imagery describes the conflict
between despair and hope; love and the pain of love; guilt and atonement; evil, and divine protection.

A further influence was possibly the seguidillas and although not strictly classified as flamenco, it was very much
in evidence as a highly popular song and dance and was also integrated into the popular Zarzuela, a musical
drama which became a favourite pastime of the aristocracy in the eighteenth century.The seguidillas originated
in La Mancha and like so many other Spanish dances, it is primarily a song, regarded by the Manchegos as the
quintessence of Spanish dancing. The dancers take up their positions to the strumming of four introductory
chords on the guitar, but do not move immediately; the guitar continues to play and the singers sing a verse.
Only then do the dancers give a roll on the castanets as a signal that they are about to begin.After dancing the
first copla (or verse), the dancers suddenly stop - motionless - quite deliberately, which is an outstanding
feature of the dance: the head thrown back with one arm arched over the head, the other across the head.With
one leg turned outward and forward, the other supporting the body, the guitars continue and the dancers,
accompanying themselves on castanets, begin to dance again after a long pause - again to the accompaniment



The harmonies of the jota are quite elementary and most alternate between four bars of tonic and four bars in
the dominant. (Ex. 7).

Ex 7 Jota

of the singers and guitarists.The manner of stopping abruptly requires great skill and is called the ‘bien parado’.
The harmonic structure of the triple time accompaniment consists of odd phrase lengths beginning on the
second or fourth quaver, with melismas often sung to a weak syllable at the ends of phrases; tonality is usually
in the major. A typical seguidillas rhythm played on castanets is shown below and makes its appearance in K188,
K193 and K204b.The seguidillas penetrated other regions, each having a special local variation of the dance.

Example rhythm

An extension of this dance is the sevillanas from Seville; the melody invariably beginning in quavers on the first
beat of the bar. Castanet effects shown below can be heard in K492, which was possibly influenced by this
dance.

Example rhythm

Usually danced by couples in heeled shoes, it contains light springing steps. Everything is smooth in this dance
with beautifully co-ordinated sinuous use of the arms, shoulders and body.This is particularly noticeable in the
crossing steps when the dancers change places with one another. The elegance of the shoulder movement is
reminiscent of the eighteenth century ‘shading’ of the shoulders typical of the early French minuets. Again,
tonality is in the major key.

Next in our quest for answers, we turn to arguably the most important influence in Scarlatti’s music and since
most aficionados believe that the fandango is the basis for most Spanish dances, it would seem appropriate to
use it as a role model. Its importance can be gauged from many sources documented throughout Spain’s
colourful history.

Padre Miguel Garcia Basilio, an eminent 18th century organist and guitarist appointed at the Escorial, was
particularly famous for his guitar fandangos - so much so that groups of admirers would gather under his window
at night to hear him play - and the dance had such a sensual nature that Casanova, shocked by the salaciousness
of the couples dancing it, wrote of it in his memoirs of 1768, that, ’…each couple take up a thousand attitudes
with a lasciviousness with which nothing can compare.’After dancing such a dance, it seemed quite impossible
to me that a woman could refuse anything to her partner, for the fandango carries within it all of the arousals
of voluptuousness.’
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‘The origin of the jota is obscure, although theories on the subject are not lacking. Spanish authorities on the
subject differ in their opinions. Some claim it is Greek in origin and others that it is Arabic.The accepted home
of the jota though, isAragon, but something very like it is danced everywhere in Spain. It is alleged to have come
to Aragon fromValencia, but when, why, or how, remains a mystery. In days gone by, it was used for curative
purposes much in the same way as the tarantella was in Italy. Nowadays it is danced at popular gatherings, both
secular and sacred.As is the case with most dances from northern Spain, which are more boisterous than those
from the south, the jota slackens in tempo as it travels towards the Mediterranean coast.The steps of the dance
are performed on the ball of the foot; the angle of the foot varies, sometimes being turned in, out, or at times
kept quite straight. Nowadays, it is danced in rope-soled slippers called alpagartes.’ 10

Rhythmically in triple time, the rapid footwork includes toe and heel movements, stamping of the feet, high
springing steps for the men, lower for the women - and also includes beaten steps. Both sexes perform
movements of a crouching nature, consecutively kneeling first on one knee with great velocity, then on the
other, followed instantly by swift leaps into the air.The steps often appear to be executed just a little after the
beat, resulting in a lilting effect of great charm, caused by the counter-rhythm in the music- rather like a tiny
rhythmic hiccup and very characteristic of the jota. By comparison with dances from other regions, head, body
and arm movements are used sparingly.Tambourines, guitars, bandurrias, together with the human voice and
castanets, provide the musical accompaniment for the dance.

Of the numerous varieties that Scarlatti heard both in Seville and Madrid, the Andalusian fandango in all its
forms probably served as the principal source, its harmonic diversity being greater than any other. It was
performed in almost every region of Spain as anAndalusian folk song and dance as far back as the 17th century,
but its roots were established around the 8th century.The music follows a strict harmonic pattern consisting of
an introduction cadencing in the E (Phrygian) mode followed by the first phrase of the verse (copla), cadencing
in C major.This key then forms the new harmonic centre for the rest of the verse.The second phrase ends in
F major, the third returns to the harmonic centre whilst the fourth phrase ends in G major.The sixth returns
to the harmonic centre and the copla finishes in the E mode. Modulation from the tonic to the flattened
submediant is another link to Scarlatti’s frequent excursions into the folk genre.

K141 in D minor exhibits three features already mentioned.The bien parado, indicated by a pause over a silent
bar, allows the music to cadence in the dominant,A minor, before modulating to F major.A parallel passage in
D minor modulating to B flat major appears later. In each case, the tonality progresses through several fattened
supertonics resolving downwards, keeping the flamenco spirit alive.

In the fandango, instrumental passages between the coplas, called falsetas are performed by guitars, bandurrias,
a kind of flat backed mandolin; laudes, (lutes); panderetas (tambourine) and castanets.These interludes mainly
re-establish the Phrygian mode and act as a type of rondo format, abacaba.

The resolution of the flattened supertonic is common in many passages, especially those associated with
Andalusian fandangos that contain a descending progression of chords on A, G and F, which finally resolves in E
major, producing the ‘Phrygian fall.’ (Ex. 4).

Ex 4

A classic example can be found in K119 in D major (Ex. 5), in which the melodic line of the bass makes use of
this effect; in this instance, employed three times, A-G-F-E - E-D-C-B, and ending A-G#-F-E. The latter
includes the augmented second acting as a passing colour that highlights the Moorish version of the scale.The
whole harmonic structure centres on the inherent modal tension, heightened by ten and eleven-note chord
clusters that threaten to tear the strings from the instrument.The latter must surely be a reference to rasgueado,
a guitar technique, discussed later.
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Ex 5 K119

Scarlatti frequently makes use of the Phrygian effect.This can be seen in K276 and 45, (Ex. 6.) - and in other
countless more subdued examples, either as melodic gestures in the treble, or to colour the inner parts - all
convincingly conveying an echo of Spain.

Ex 6 K.276

Ex 6 K.45

Today, the dance is an exhilarating spectacle, performed briskly, often to a frenzied conclusion. Heel beats are
complemented by complex rhythms on castanets, and like almost all flamenco forms, the dance is an amalgam
of rhythms superimposed on one another. Below is a typical castanet rhythm which helps to convey the mood.

Harmonies, rhythm, movement, instruments and atmosphere remain to a large extent unaltered since
Scarlatti’s time, and were a constant source of inspiration. There are many versions of the fandango all over
Spain, including a variation in the Alemtejo region of Portugal. In Extremadura, to the west, it forms the most
typical dance of the region; in Old Castille, to the north, the fandango is similar to the jota. Below is an example
of a fandango introduction from Cadiz. Note the ‘Phrygian fall’ referred to earlier.

Although the fandango provided the basic elements, cross–relationships from other dances contributed to the
overall Hispanic flavour and atmosphere of many sonatas.

The jota, (another song/dance related to the fandango), although not classified as flamenco, provides influences
of a different style. References to the word jota are to be found in a music book from Avila dating to the end of
the 17th century. One cannot do better though, than quote Anna Ivanova’s account of the dance in her book,
‘The Dancing Spaniards’ which gives a vivid description that engenders the atmosphere of the jota:
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Domenico Scarlatti was born in Naples on October 26th 1685,
the same year as Bach and Handel. It was not until around
1720 however, that his compositional skills developed fully
following an appointment in Portugal as chapel music master
to King João V, - and harpsichord teacher to his younger
brother Don Antonio - and his nine-year-old daughter,
Princess Maria Barbara. Following her marriage in 1729 to
Fernando, Felipe V’s son (heir to the Spanish throne)
Domenico was to remain as her music master for the rest of
his life.

Between 1752 and 1757, thirteen volumes containing thirty
sonatas in each were copied out for the Queen. To this series
of volumes, two others were added numbered XIV and XV
and dated 1742 and 1749. These fifteen volumes were bound
in red morocco and engraved in gold on the front.The Queen
bequeathed these to Farinelli, the famous castrato who carried
much favour at the Spanish court. Some years after his death in
1782, they were housed in the Biblioteca Marciana, in Venice.
They are now referred to as the ‘Venice’ manuscripts and
constitute the principal source for these recordings.

The complete Keyboard sonatas with appendices and recent
discoveries, plus six Continuo sonatas are issued on 38 CDs in
7 volumes.
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